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rucN/ssc
ASIAN ELEPHANT SPECIALIST GROUP

(AESG) STRATEGTC PLAN

Lyn De Alwis
Chairman, ruCN/SSC/AESG

30 Hotel Road, Mt.Iavinia, Sri Iflrka.

I believe that, as conservation grcup, we should rcagnize that we have advanced
on several fronts. Through meaningful research, field experience and successes and shaing
of expertise we qualify as a truly Specialist Group. Our membership has tapped every
possible resource in addressing ttrewide world as regards the sad plight of the Asian eleptrant
and our determination to hdt, if not reverse, the causal factors which threaten this chrismatic
animal. We have achieved this primarily by opening our doors !o all 13 countries in which
the elephant still occdrs in the wild and by inviting the 7m fratemily to join us. We
have made bold to go direct even to government Ministers to convince them that ttre
fuuue of their elephant, io a large extent, lies in their hands.

We felt that with our special capabilities in dealing with human-elephant conflict,
assessing elephant numben and ttreir paferns of disribution, the control of poaching and
the resulant ivory trade, we needed to crysallize our knowledge into a plan of action
which will stretch far into the fuhre.

Outof our discrssions in Bangkok in llarch 19!)6, involving both the Steering
Committee as well as the general membership, was born tlre Strategic Plan which is now
before you. The 5 functions which comprise our "Grand Vision" should always be in the
forefront of our minds in our determination to do our best for an animal which in is
is heyday bound Asian culure with a golden ttread.

The Srategy is a collective work but I will be failing in my duty if I do not
say that it could not have been done so quickly and efficiently without the indefatigable
Dr. Simon Stuart who performed so well in his role as 'facilitatq". I commend ttris SraEgic
Plan o all members as a guide in planning future prograrnmes to save lhe elephant for
the benefit firstly of this generation and of those !o come.
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IUCN/SSC
ASIAN ELEPHANT SPECIALIST GROUP. (AESG) STRATEGIC PLAN

GRAND VISION OF THE AESG:

I. PROMOTING THE LONG-TERM SURVNAL OF THE ASIAI'I ELEPHAI'IT IN
ITS NATURN HABITAT

MNNTAINING VIABLE ELEPHANT POPULATIONS IN THE WILD

MITIGATING ELEPHAI,TT-HUMAI,I CONFUCTS AI'ID PROMOTING THE CO'
EIilSTENCE OF ELEPHANTS AND PEOPLE

CONTROLUNG POACHING OF ELEPHAI'TTS FOR NORY AI,ID MEAT

MAT,I AGIN G ELEP H AI,ITS IN C APTNITY (EX -S ITU C ON SERVATION )

Mission Statement:

SSC Mission Statemenu To conserve biological diversity by ilevehphg and executing

programmes to stud!, saYe, rcstorc and nunage wisely species and lheir habila&.

Within his context, the mission of the AESG is:

To develop, conduct and stengthen progrunn os to stud!, conserve, and manage thc Asian

clephant and iu habilae

2.0 ConsfrtuencY:

To achieve this mission, ttre AESG must address focal or target groups such as:

2.1 Relevent government agerrcies including Environment, Wildlife, Forestry, Iaw
Enforcement Agencies, Timber Enterprises, Land and Land Reform

Departments, etc.

1.0



2.2 Politicians and decision makers

2.3 Media

2.4 People living in and around elephant ranges

2.5 NGOs

2.6 Donors

2.'l Corporate sector managing elephant habitats

2.8 Researchen and conservationists

3.0 Strategb objectives of the AESG

The AESG will achieve its mission by working on the following strategic objectives:

Extcrnal Objectives

3'l To strengthen national and regional capabilities and human resources to
conserve the Asian elephant.

3.2 To gatlrer and process information on the staurs of the Asian elephant and
disseminate it to specialist and political audiences and to the general public.

3.3 To identify and set priorities for the conservation of the Asian elephant and
to stimulate actions to address them.

3-4 To advise key inter-governmental mechanisms relevant to the conservation
of the Asian elephant (e.g., the Elephant and Rhino Conservation Facility/
UNEP; ASEAN; SARC, CITES)

3-5 To evaluate the ecological impacts of legal and illegal usage of ttre Asian
elephanL

3.6 To communicate priority recommendations and policies to promote the
implementation of the actions needed for the long-term survival of tlre Asian
elephant
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Interrul Obieclivcs

3.7 To strengthen the AESG o gather information, set priorities, stimulate rction,

devewlop policies, and provide advice for the consewation of the Asian

elephant

3.8 To monitor and evaluaie the activities of the AESG in order to maximize

its effectiveness.

3.9 To increase the management capability of the AESG

3.10 To strengthen the AESG's ability !o generate support for its programmes

and diversifY is funding base.

4.0 Modus oPerandi for AESG

The following types of work will be canied out by the AESG in pursuit of the

strategic objectives.

4.1 Acting as a catalytic agency !o prcmote elephant conservation

4.2 Carrying out studies on elephant ecology, conservation & management

4.3 Providing technical advice

4.4 Exchanging information

4.5 Conducting regular training Fogrammes

45 Monitoring the stahrs of ttre elephant

4.7 Conducting seminars and workshops

4.8 conducting or convening regionavzonal and thematic meetings

4.9 Communicating information !o decision makers
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5.0 Priority Isszes I Work-pbn

For he next Ftve yean, the AESG will focus on he following priority issues (*see
proceedings of the Vth Meeting of the AESG held in Indonesia in 1992 for more deails):

5.1 Protecled areas, managed elephant ranges, viable populations, forest ccridors,
large areas of habitar

5.2 Monitor the status and trends of Asian elephant and is habitats (panly through
GIS projects).

5.3 Mitigating human-elephantconflicts

5.4 lVlanagement of problem & non-viable elephants

5.5 Development of census capabitities

5.6 Economic and ecological evaluation of captive elephants, and welfare of
mahouts

5.7 Training in enforcement in ttre freld and in elephant managemet techniques

5.8 Studying the effectiveness of tlre elephant corridors

5.9 Improvement of veterinary care and welfare of captive elephants

5.10 Studying the impact of trade in elephant producs on wild populations

5.ll Studying the impact of poaching on elephant populations

5.12 Development of AESG communications programme

5.13 Development of altematives for people living in elephant habitats, in
collaboration with other stakeholders

Needs of the AESG

To achieve its mission, the AESG struc[re requires attention along the following

EsAblishment of Indian Chapter with Task Forces as needed

Exploring the possibilities of esablishing similar chapters in other corntries

6.1

6.2

lines:



6.3

6.4

6.5

(e.g. Myanmar) or regions if and when needed.

Members of the Chapter ipso facto do NOT become members of theAESG

Chapter oonvenen must be AESG members

Membership of the Gtobal AESG:

Membership criteria as follows:
I. Motivatiory'level of interest/output
II. relative importance of the country
III. uniqueness of expertise

Ex-ofrcb members in each country (e. g. Director c Direcor-General of
government conservation departments, Head of Project Elephant' Additional
Forest Officer etc.). Need !o be defined for each oountry.

6.6

6.7 Drop the name"Asian Elephant Conservation CenFe", and use "Asian Elephant

Specialist Group'

6.8 Develop an MOU between ttre Indian Institute of Science and IUCN for present

Bangalore operations.

6.9 Resolve ttre legal status of the AESG in India

6.10 Develop an additional AESG Secrelariat node in a South-east Asian country.

6.ll Hold full AESG meeting every l8 months to 2 years

7.0 Funds and Fundraising

The following guidelines will be adh€red to regarding the securing and management

of funds (furttrer refinement and details !o be worked out later):

7.1 Chair to overs@ all fundraising initiatives, approve proposals, and take part

in negotiations with donors

7.2 IUCN o develop clear MOUs with any organizations wishing o raise funds

for AESG.

7.3 Chair to approve all major expendinres (the term "major" still to be defined)
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8.0 Core Secrenriat

The following initial core secretariat is envisaged. The Chair is to approve all saffl
consultancy appointmens.

8.1 Executive Offrcer (administration & some technical wor$

8.2 Secretary

8.3 Secretary for Chairman

8.4 Newsletter/Journat Edior

RoIe of the Steering Commi0ec

To assist the chair and secretariat, the AESG Steering committee will:

9.1 Monitor progess in implementing priorities

9.2 Oversee funding & ensure hansparency

9.3 Take maju programmatic decisions

9.4 Limit Membemhip o 8-10 people

9.5 Meet once a year.
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CONSERVATION OF ASIAN ELEPHANT

J. C. Daniel
Bombay Naural Hisory Society,

Shaheed Bhagat Singh Road,
Bombay 400 023, India.

INTRODUCTION

The most well known among the wild animals of south east Asia is probably the
elephanr In India for instrnce, only a very small fraction of ttre population of over 900
million Indians may have seen it in 0re wild but almost everyone except perhaps in the
remoter areas of the western Himalayas may have seen it in is domesticated form at some
time or other. Perhaps this is he reason that people are unable to comprehend that the
elephant is a highly endangered species. The elephant is deeply interlinked with man in
Asia in his religious and cultural heritage. In spite of ttris close association, amounting
often to veneration, ttre elephant has now quite often become, o the people who live in
the vicinity of its habiaq one of the most destructive species of wildlife and ttrat is the
crux of its relation with man. It is useful to have an occasional recapitulation to remind
us of the genesis of our pnoblems.

The distribution of tlre Asian elephant in the past was enormous in terms of area,
stretching as it did from the Tigris and Euphrates valleys of present day Syna and kaq
to south - east China up to tlre Yellow River in tlre east and Sumara in Indonesia in the
soutlt. Today the distribution is fragmented, and the Asian elephant @curs in small fractions
of its former wide ranging habiat in India sri I:nka, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
(Burma), china, Thailan4 Laos, cambodia, vieham, lvlalayasia and Indonesia

At the tum of tlre present decade, ttre population of the African elephant was believcd
to have come down to 600,000 from the more than one million that had existed two decades
earlier. In comparison, the Asian elephant witlr an e.stimated population of approximately
34,000 to 54,000 is ruly endangered The population decline of the Asian elephant howcver
has not been as catasEophic as that of ttre African species; rather a gradual erosion over
the centuries, which has accelerated in the second half of the present century. The hisorical
and present day disribution of tlre elephant record the continuing deterioration of the
elephant's habitar Wittrin histqic times there has bein a progressive desiccation of Wcst
Asia. This deterioration is largely man made and the elephant has disappeared from arcas
where the forqsts were desnoyed for human needs.

The problem facing the elephant and its ecosystem is uncontrolled increase of human
population and the demands on lhe natural resources for the needs of this population. The

9
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example of India is illustrative. The human population of tlre Indian subcontinent was 251

million in 1921. In l97l the state of India alone had a population of 147 million. Population
projections estimated 734 million for 1986, 872 million for 1996 urd 945 million fdr the

year 2001. This projection assumed that ttre birttmte will drop to 25.7 percent in 1996

-2001. Conditions in India do not support this assumption and the current population is

in excess of projected f,rgures.

In India an enonnous area of prime elephant habitat has been lost since 1860 to
tlre plantations of coffee, tea, rubber and teak which were carved out of existing forests.

After 1950, hydroelecnic projects ravaged elephant habitaa through the submerging of
forests and unscrupulous exploitation of the remnant forests. In Central India the forests

holding elephans cover the single largest deposit ofiron orein Asia and mining has been

a continuing process since 1909. The states of Northeast India, which used to be the main

sronghold of 0re elephant in India, are the areas where the main human-elephant conflict
has developed. Exploding human populations have destroyed crucial elephant habitats for
cultivation and plantations, extinguishing traditional migratory routeg and slash-and-burn

cultivation has devastated habitas, making the survival of ttre elephant in some of the states,

unlikely.

The demand for forest produce both for Industry and fuel to support an increasing

human population has been rising rapidly. In India fuewood remains the main source of
energy fuel. The demand increased from 8 million m3 in 1967 to V4 m. m3 in 1976 and

tlrat was twenty years ago. Firewood position in India's energy resources at that point of
time can be gauged from the fact that in 1970 India used 51.35 million tons of coal, 15.31

million tons of oil and 122.76 million tons of fuewood, or twice the amount of coal and

oil (Anon, 1978). The siuration has now further deteriorated.

The elephant occurs in states which have the highest human density per square
kilometre, Kerala (549), West Bengal (509), Bihar (324), Tamil Nadu (317) and Uuar
Pradesh (300). The elephant and its ecosystom face severe pressure as the human population

keeps on increasing. The elephant is unlikely to be exterminated but it will be r-nuch reduced

in numbers and restricted to a few national parks and perhaps finally seen only as a
domesticated animal.

The conservation Action Plan of ttre Asian Elephant Specialist Group of the World
Conservation Union (IUCN) estimates the total population of the Asian elephant as between

34 urd 54 thousand with minimum country population of between 50 to 60 in Nepal and

maximum of between 17 tD 22 thousand in India. India cunendy has tlre largest surviving
population of theAsian elephant, approximately 50% of the otal world population of the

species. The problems that the elephant faces in India are broadly the problems that it faces

or will face in other areas of its occurrence in south -east Asia. The Indian population is
discontinuously distributed in four major geographical zones: a soutlt Indian population (c.

6000 - 8000) in the foress of the Western Ghat Hills in the States of Karnataka, Tamil
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Nadu and Kerala; a central Indian population (c.2O00) in the forests ofUttar hadesh close
to Nepal and a Norttr - eastern population (c. 9000 - 12000) in ttre States of West Bengal,
Assam, Arunachal hadesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Tripura Mizoram and Meghalaya

The status of the elephani in adjoining countries is equally bleak. Nepal, which has
the lowest country population (c.50-90), has lost over 807o ol is-elephant ttaUitat !o human
settlemenL Bhutan (60 -150), though it still has substantial fore$ cbver, is influenced by
conditions in adjoining India as the population is shared with India. Bangladesh (..20b
- 350) is rapidly losing is elephant habitats to development programmes and tt e popotation
is likely todiminish rapidly, The Myanmar population(c.ZmO- rOOOO), rtre second'largest,
has a reasonably undisturbed habiar and prospecs of long term survival- However, is pJseni
status needs further study. The elephant continues to be used in the exraction of Myanmarrs
timber wealth. In Thailand in spite of the elephant having been a protected species since
the l8th century, over exploitation of the habitat and thi pressuro of human population
has made the species highly vulnerable. Cambodia (c. 20it0), noted in tre pasf for is
abundant elephant population, has suffered disastrous environmental loss from the ttrirty
years of ivar which ravaged the country and its forests. As in ttre neighbouring counries
of the Indo chinese Peninsula, namely vieham(c.500- 1000) and t-aos (c.20fu), precise
information on the status of the environrnent and of the wildtife, including ttre etiptrant,
is not available. The elephant population of China (c.300) is restricted to an insignincant
area in Yunnan province bordering Myanmar and I-aos where forests still exist. ln Sri I-anka
(c.2700-3000), where there was an ancient tradition of protection dating back to the l2th
century' there was a major loss in the population during the colonial pdod dll ttre species
was given protection late in the present century.

Presently large scale development programmes have desroyed ttre elephants' habitat
and there is no future- for the elephant except in a few protected areas. The lvlalayasian
elephant (c. 1300-3000) has, like the Sri knkan elephant, became a vicrim of develoiment
programmes and occurs in small groups often pocketed in unsuitable habitats. There ieems
to b no hope for the elephants' survival outside protected areas. The elephants of Indonesia
(Sumara 2800-4000) and the possibly feral population of Kalimantan, Bomeo (100-5m)
slffer from the same type of human population pressure which afflicts elephans tirougtroui
the range of the species and there s@ms to be little chance of survival outside timiteO
protected areas.

The loss of habitat to cultivation is themain area of conflict between man and elephant
and will be in the long run, the major cause for the extinction of the elephant over most
of is range. Some examples would illustrate this point The disrict of Norttr Kanara, the
northern most mnge of the elephant population in south India was largely under forest cover
but with the eradication of malaria has now extensive enclaves of cuttivation fragmenting
the existing forest area The majority of the elephant herds were pocketed in small islands
of forests sunounded by cultivation and in course of time desroyed. In north Bengal, in
a period of four years in the seventies of this century 0974-78) the population was reduced

I
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from 250 to 100 through control shooting, poaching and capture. Since 1967 vast areas

of sranding forests have been brought under cultivation, destroying elephant habitats and

blocking tnigtation roules essential for the health of both ttre elephant and is habitar The

siUration tar not improved over he years and about 186 elephants remain a problem

population subject to a sever€ human - elephant conflict situation.

This ttren is the scenario which faces us in the conservation of tlre elephanf Again

taking tndia as an example conservation has been practised off and on over many centuries.

t quote from an article publistred in the Jownal of tlw Bontbay natural History Sociery

in 1949 by a hunter-sportsman who wrote, "So far back as tlre days of Ashoka Maurya

7B-AZB.C.), the tiliing of an elephant was punished by death, and even now the shooting

of one without a permit may involve a fine of Rs.500. But it would be a great mistake

o imagine that elephants have always been protected. Prior to 1873 when the l4adxas

Elephant heservation Act became Law, these grand but destructive animals were classed

as vermin, and a govemment reward of Rs.50 was paid on each one brought !o bag, without

distinction of sex or age. In spite of the very inadequate weapoilt of those days, so many

were killed that government became apprehensive lest the supply of elephants for

commissariat and forest work might be seriously elected and consequently passed the Act

in question, under which it became an offence o shoot any elephant without special

permission."

Today theelephant is on Schedule I ofthe Indian Wildtife Protection Act and Aso

of CITES list of completely protected species. However, whether this is of advantage in

the management ofthe elephant in India is a question thathas to be examined by AESG.

The history of elephant conservation in India has been described in detail by D.K.Lahid

-Choudhury in his Keynote address at the Seminar on Asian Elephants held at Mudumalai

Sanctuary in South India in 193, Briefly in India, which has the largest population of
elephants, special attention !o their conservation commenced with the formation of the Asian

Elephant Specialist Group of the ruCN in 1976.

The status survey that was made between the years 1976 - 80 and reported in the

document publistred in 1980 has not been repeated in similar detail in India the rend urned

to ,e."utch on identified areas of prime elephant habitat, by scientiss of the Centre for

Ecological Sciences, the Bombay natural Hisory Society and Wildlife Institute of India.

The sustained inorcst in the conservation of the Asian elephant fostered by IUCN and

Indian Institutions such as ttre Bombay natural History Society, Wildlife Institute of India

and Cenre for Ecological Sciences, promoted the Government of India o plan the

organization of a PROJECT ELEPHANT similar in principle to PROJECT TIGER. A task

force was established o spell out the pnoblems facing the elephant and to frame a long

term conservation programme for he elephant in India under a specially funded initiative'

namely the PROJECT ELEPHANT. The objectives were defined as :



- ensuring the long-term survival of identified large populations.

- evolving management plans for tlre smaller populations, mainly with a view to
reducing man-elephant confronadons andensuring their survival pending fgrther
review of ttre ground situation.

Elephant Reserves were conceived to:-

- ensure the long-term survival of identified large populations: the target in the
first phase was to protect habitats and existing ranges;

- link up already fragmented portions by established corridors wherever possible
and protecting corridors at pre.sent under threat;

- improve the quality of the habitat wherever necessary by auempting ecosystem
restoration and other measrues keeping the main objective of range protection
in view: and

- atlend o the socio - economic problems associated with this, especially the
problem of elephant depredation, loss of employment, and problems arising out
of restrictions on use of forest produce by the human populations tiving on the
fringe.

The Committee appointed by the Govemment of India identihed tlre major problems
facing the Indian population as loss and fragmentation of habitats, loss of traUitat quality
or range degradation and tlre inability of such arqN to support existing elephant populations,
loss of forest lands to meet the needs of increasing human population. The conservation
strategy recommended by Committee has as its goal (a) ensuring that each elephant holding
state maintains one or two natural viable populations of elephant. (b) assure ttrat ttre loca]
communities in ttre environs of such arqts are not adversely affected. (c) ensure that
individual problem elephants do not mitigate conservation efforts aimed at the whole
population.

The Project is now in operation and is on a much lower level of public awareness
than Project Tiger. This is akey point which needs our attention. It is also funded at a
much lower level tlran project Tiger. Similarexercises in Conservation are in operation or
have been proposed in Sri knka, Myanmar, ldalayasia and China as became evident from
the papers presented at the Seminar on the Conservation of the Asian Elephant held in
1993 in south India

A basic tml for elephant management is research on its ecology. Curiously enough,
even lhough the elephant has been a part of human history in India irom time immemorial
and treatises such as Palakapyas Hastayurveda (Treatment of Elephans) had been written
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in 0re past, scientific enqury ino ttre ecology of the elephant in India was not undertaken

till the late seventies of tiris ientury. The elephant had however, been the subject of serious

scientific enquiry in countries adjoining Indi4 palticularly sri Lanka and lvlalayasia.

Nevertlreless there is an abundance of natural history notes published in the Journal of

thc Bombay natwal History Society from thetime elephants value as an adjunct to forestry

practices was recognised.

Pioneering research on the ecology of the species in India was undertaken by R.

Sukumar in thq late seventies with the assistance of the Asian Elephant Specialist Group

and funded by World Wide Fund for Nature. Subsequently research undertaken by the

scientists of the Bombay Natural Hislory Society funded by the Fish and Wildlife Service

of the U.S.Governmeni has Urougtr out very interesting dataon elephans and their effect

on the habitat. For instance, Sivaganesan's studies on habitat utilisation have shown that
the selective
the different
species. The

problems facing ttre wildlife manager in the c en clearly

frougnt out biAjay Desai. In a recent paper he showed that home ranges of herds cover

areaJwittr difierent levels of protection in a conservation area and a herd or for that matter

a population of elephans living wittrin is therefore

noi assured of complete protection throug ye in Dalma

Wildlife Sanctuary, Bihar and Ramesh Kum an isolated

elephant population and peripheral elep shown how

O"t-p.ru. tf,i situation is ior populations from human

encroachment. It is therefore necessary !o a.ss h component

not only tg collect basic dala but also to examine management oriented problems'

It is now necessary to repeat ttre status sur'/eys undertaken over two decades ago.

True census as

with earlier hab

the status o is

difference o ffie

conditions. This has to be appreciated but there can be no difference of opinion that a

shtus survey of the Asian-Elephant population throughout its present range is now

i*p".ri"". bne of the major objectives of Project Elephant is to identify and protect

compelxes of contiguout n"tionul pa*s and sanctuaries as a Composite Elephant Range'

These shouldbe the essential conservation target areas for the elephant throughout its range.

A priority requirement is to survey in depth the potential of a complex of sanctuaries

as an eleihant *nge for the long-term survival of viable elephant populations through precise

uss"sstent of existing elephant populations, assessing habit'at statu of the component

sanctudes and nationil parks, assesiing the corridors between the potected areas and their

"LUnity; 
assessing the pressures from human activities and tlreir long-term effects on
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protected area components of the range; assessing present humary'elephant conflict areas

within the range; assessing impact of future developmental plans on the range as awhole.
This is crucial for all identified elephant ranges as the funre of the elephant depends on
how best elephant and humanneeds can be met in a continuously deteriorating environmental
situation tlroughout is distribution owing !o the uncontrolled increase in the human
population and the constituent escalating demand on natural resouces.

A basic research which will be useful in this context and which was is in progress
unLil recently in one identifred elephant range, is data collection on ranging behaviour
of elephant from radio collared elephants, to assess exact home ranges; to identify crop

raiders, extent of such raids and probable causes and to determine the extent to which collared
elephans range outside prot€cted areas. Another area for priority conservation is the sanrs
of elephants stmnded in habias fragmented by human encroachmenl There are several
populations which have now been isolated from the main elephant ranges and it is neoessary

to determine the minimum requirements of such pocketed populations for their continued
survival. It is therefore necessary to assess the capacity of such habitats to hod existing
populations; to assess the pressures on such populations and the long term viability of
the habitat and is elephant populations.

The future of non- viable populations is a cause for considerable concern. Culling
as practised in Africa is not acceptable as far as the Asian elephant is considered, at least
in India. The only available alternative is capture and domestication. Apparently in India
it is now the central government's policy to encourage the use of elephans in foresry
practices as they were used in former years. It should also be possible to meet the
requirements of non-governmental needs. However, it is essential that a school for capture,
management, training and maintenance of elephans and raining of mahouts be established
immediately. The expertise is available in India and the need is urgent. Capture can now
be humanely done using immobilising and tranquillisingdrugs and ttre most humane method
of raining isKraal training as is practised in South India. The major populations in India
and elsewhere in its distribution are genetically isolated. It is now necessary to examine
the genetic status of isolated populations and to consider ways and means of establishing
gene flow between populations permanently isolated. Relationship between clans in stable
populations, among domesticated elephans and whether domesticated elephantscan be made
the gene caniers between permanently isolated populations are problems that now require
serious consideration

I cannot conclude without drawing attention to the question of ivory poaching. Though
not on the massive scale as of the African species, the selective removal of tuskers has
played havoc in the sex ratio of many populations The handling of the ivory trade wittr
the infusion of mammoth ivory into ttre Asian markets needs special consideration by
the group. The elephant is an apex species able by is size and its interaction with its
habitat particularly in is quest for fmd to influence the direction of development of its
biotic environment. Ithas been one of the causes for the process of change in its ecosystem.
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Such a function is no longer acceptable in an environment managed by man where the
process of changehas been speeded up. As noted earlier, the range of the elephant

had, through the ages shrunk considerably. Howevgr, this process was accelerated as

industrial revolution in the latter half of this century brought a mechanized commercial

culture, into ttre countries of its occurrence. The tools used by man in a region decides

is future and the tools of an alien culture now in use for gathering natural resources for
commerce and to meet the needs of an ever increasing human population has desnoyed

a natural slow moving ecosystem. The elephant has become in the process too large an

animal to find sustenance and living room in shrinking world of nature.

The conservation of ttre Asian elephant in Asia cannot be the concern of only the

forest departments and snylrcnmsnratists. Conserving the elephant involves the conservation

of prime witdlife habilas. This needs a multidisciplinary effort where the local people,

the administrators and land- use planners at all levels have to be involved. Conserving the

elephant therefore means conserving the human environment and it has to be a part of
the development plans of each state of Asia as a whole. The Asian Elephant is a part of
the culture of man in tropical Asia. It is an integral part of the religions of the region

and it is our bope ttrat it will not be sacrificed in the search for a better life for the people

of the region.

I
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INTRODUCTION

Dudwa National Park lying in the takhimpur-Kheri Disrict of Uttar hadesh falls
under he upper-gangetic plain and is adjacent to Nepal border. This Park is one of the
best representatives of terai forest in the country. Divenity of floral and faunal life forms,
some of which are highly threatened make it an extremely important site vls-a-vls
conservation value at regional, national and global levels. The presence of elephanb in
the area has further enhanced the status of the park. This communication deals with shtus,
disnibution and hisorical aspect of the presence of pachyderms in the area and their
conservation.

Of the four major populations occurring in India, tlre north+astern population is
the largest and the north-Indian one, the smallest. Over the years tlre north Indian population
has increased from 500 in 1989 (Sukumar, 1989) ro 700 at present (Khan, 1990). Two
of the most important elephant areas in Uttar hadesh are CorbeE and l-ansdowne Forest
Divisions. Elephants in Dudwa are thought to be a part of 700 odd animals, comprising
the north-western population in Umr hadesh, that ranges between Rajaji Corbeu and
Lansdowne Forest Divisions. Sukumar (1989) mentions a resident population of 25
elephans in Dudwa. Large scale clearing of forest in Nepal along the Indian border in
1980 resulted in he movement of a remnant population from Nepal into Dudwa National
Park, in Lakhimpur Kheri district of Uttar Pradesh (Gupta,1985). Elephant movement in
Dudwa has been seasonal till 1991, contrary to Gupra (1985) and Sukumar (1989).

STATUS OF ELEPHANTS IN DUDWA

Whether the elephants of Dudwa are resident or migraory has been a subject of
debate. In the absence of detailed studies and monitoring it appears too conjectural, to
assume that they are either migratory or resident. Anecdotal accounts and research work
in Dudwa since 1984 also support their seasonal movemenl Sukumar (1989) mentions a
population of 25 animals in Dudwa National Park that ranges into Bardia" There are three
populations of elephants in Nepat the elephans of western and eastern Nepal are part of
a larger population extending into lndia whereas the Central population is small and

t7
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geo$aphicaly isolated ftom the other two and

199). Two goups of elephants, one each in R
Phanta reserves comprise the western populuion.

originally only seasonal visiors to Dudwa, but were driven during 1960's and 1970's by

massive habitat destruction in Nepal. A herd of about 30 elephans stayed for nearly l0
years in the Park Elephants used to arrive in the Park by June-July and start their return

movement by lvlarch -April. This seasonality continued until 1990. fie elephans that came

in 1991, did not retunl but stayed back.Thus in ttrelight of above mentioned facs it is
wrong to consider Dudwa elephanS as residents. Their movement to and from Dudwa

can best be described as erratic with a lendency to overstay.

MOVEMENT OF ELEPHANTS

Movement of elephana in Dudwa has been seasonal and erratic. There is enough

evidence !o show that Dudwa elephants arc apart of the population whose range extends

into western Nepat(Bardia and Sukhla Phanta).The presence of exceptionally large bull in

Dudwa and its prior sighting in Sukhla Phanta and Bardia suggests frequent movement

of elephant in these areas. Animals of tlre west€rn Nepal population range south along the

famai river from the reserve to a patch of riverine forest across the border along India.

Elephans along the Kamali river are separated from forest adjacent to Dudwa by a strip

of treeless, intensively cultivated land of 7.5 km. Elephants often cross distances elsewhere

(Smith & Mishra, l992D.

The pertinent question here is why do elephants move through such intensively

cultivated and thickly-populated areas, with little cover and feeding opportunities and with

imminent risk to their lives? Is it because they have exhausted all the resorlrc€s in the

area of their stay and habitat is below optimum or is it purely because of their habit of
moving over large areas? Ingicaly qpeaking it should be the first case, othenvise why

should they undertake such hazardous movements at the expense of gfeat amount of energy.

The risk facor has increased manifold in last 4-5 decades, because of increasing urbanisation,

indurstrialisation and agficultural expansion. These resulted in deforestation of large tracts

of natural forests and ttreir subsequent conversion to crop fields to cater to the growing

human needs. As a result of these unmindful activities there has been excessive fragmentation

of foresg and animal populations in these areas. Species such as elephans with large nmges

were confined !o isolated pockets, some without even a corridor, to faciliate $reir o and

fro movements. Irnger stay of elephants, with a reasonably good population size inrhese

habitat islands, soon depleted the food resources to support heir massive requirements. Given

their rather naturally destructive feeding habits ( of destroyigg much more than what they

actually consume), they render small areas with limited food supply into a marginal or

p*. quutity habitat, which subsequently becomes less attractive to them. This forces the

etept ans to move out of ttrese pockeS of depleted resources, and resort to crop raiding

on their way to areas with better cover and feeding opportunities'
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Hisorical records, anecdoal accounts and current literature suggest ttrat elephants
since time immemorial have been ranging over large areas. This if looked in evolutionary
perspective is debatable. If millions of years ago a major portion of the earttr surface was
under forest cover, then why should elephants mnge over large areas when food and cover
are super abundant with the unnecessary wastage ofenergy. Evolution does not favour such
traits that arc harmful or have little relevance unless there is a genuine need for it This
clearly is against ttre popular belief or dreory that large range of movement is an evolutionary
trait and a traditional behaviour. At the same time it strengthens he fact that movement
over large areas is recent phenomenon and is an adaptive strat€gy to meet the sustained
requirement of food, limited on spatig-temporal scale because of excessive depredation of
elephant habitats during rhe last few decades.

Thus inegular or occasional overstaying in Dudwa may be mainly due to lack of
oprimum habitat in ttreir traditional retreat plus their overstay in Dudwa, with plenty of
food to support 40 odd animals, give enough time to ttre habitat !o rejuvenate at ttte iace
of the origion of their movemenl This possibly is an adaptive strategy !o overcome resource
crunch in one area and ensuring a sustained food supply. This may be the very basis of
their movement into Dudwa as a consequence of large scale deforestation in Nepal, which
resulted in small fragments, unable to sustain a continuous food supply to megaherbivores
like elephants on a long-term basis, thus forcing the movement of elephant into areas with
abundant food supply.

The Present Population of Elephants in Dudwa.'Present population of Dudwa
elephans is estimatedto be benpeen 4045 (Sukumar, 1985). During rhe four years from
L9Wl994 seven calves were born, one of which died as results of series of wounds inflicted
by rhino in the Rhino Reintroduction Area of the Park. ln 1992 a maximum of 46 animals
were counted by foreset department while in 1993, I personally saw a herd of 30 elephans
in Naval Khar area of the park. Elephants in Dudwa live in two or three groups. A group
of 16 elephants with 2 adult cows, 2 adult tuskers, 3 sub adults, 2 calves and ? unidentified
animals was found in Bankey Tal and Bhadraula areas. Another goup of 15-25 animals
range between Sathiana-Sonaripur and Salukapur region of ttre Park. Two adult tuskers
remain together for much of the time. One of the interesting aspects of Dudwa population
is the presence of an exceptionally large tusker a little over I I feet, but with somewhat
abnormally protruded fore-head. This big bull was seen occasionaly utill 1992 n Dudwa.
It was also frequently seen in the Royal Bardia Tiger Reserve and was tlre subject of
"Rajah Gaj" expedition in 1993 by a British team, lead by Colonel John Blashford-Snell
(Arjan Singh, pers. comm.). This bull was also seen in Sukhla Phanta Reserve in Nepal.
All these suggest that there is an intermixing of elephant populations of Bardia, Sr*hla
Phanta (Nepal) and Dudwa National park (India).



IMPLICATIONS AND FUTIJRE PROSPECTS

Dudwa National Park with an area of 614 km2, of which roughly 50% is sal forut
and about 257o gwsland dotted with several water bodies, Nallah and rivers provide an

ideal habitat to ttre elephans. Sal forest of Dudwa besides Slwrea robusla as the dominant

species, has an undesory with such species as TermiruIia ahla, Adina cordifulia'

Iagerstomia pamiflora, Mallottu phitlipensis. Rohini (Mallottts philipew rs) is one of the

moit dominant species and occurs allover sal forest and contributessignificantly tothe mixed

forest community. tt occurs in areasonably high density and is probably the most utilized

by elephants as indicated byttreir foraging activities. The vast expanses of grasslands are

OoUe6-wittr species l*le Dalbergia sissoo, Bombax ceiba atd Acacia catechu andover the

years ttrey have increased in number, retrogressing ttre grasslands into wooded Savannah.

L,xtensive feeding in grassland and frequent debarking and pushing over ofthese encroaching

woody species may be beneficial for the maintenance of grasslands by containing the growttt

of these species. A mosaic of All and short grassland interspersed with sal andmixed forests

not only adds to the diversity of habitat but also enriches the faunal diversity.

Grasslands of Dudwa are few remaining representatives of the terai. These

grasslands are ptagio-climax orin their mid successional stage, maintained largely by burning

inC to some eitent by grazing. In tre absence of a proper burning regime, blanket burning

is done in an unplanned and unscientific way at the beginning of the dry season. Repeated

buming of all patches of tall and short grasses has resulted in changed species composition

and eniroachmlnt of certain fire resistant and unpalatable grass species. Considerable growth

of woody species in ttre area poses a serious management problem. If tttis growth is not

checked at this stage, tlris last remaining good terai grassland will be lost to woodland

and the important and typical species it harbours are sure to perish. The annual presence

of elephaniandrhino, both coarse grass feeders will provide micro habitat [o such habitat

specifrc species as the Swamp deer (Cemus drraucelli), Swamp Francolin (Francolirus

[utaris ), Hispid twe (Caprolagrc Nspidus\, Bengal Florican (Eupodotis bengalensis) and

itog deer (Cimus porcinus\. Pushing over, debarking of woody species by elephanS will
to J*tent contain their growth. Excessive use of these grasslands leading to trampling, feeding

on coarse grass will open up patches of palatable and nutritive gn$ses !o ungulate species.

In terms of lourism, presence of elephants has an immense potential value for the

park Their presence throughout 0re year has certainly enhanced the ourism potential of
Dudwa The only negative aspect of he presence of elephans in Dudwa is the occasional

crop raiding. All along the periphery of the Park, there is extensive cultivation, mostly

of iugarcani, which is the major crop of terai region. Most of the incidence of crop raiding

has Ueen reported from Sathiana region where there are large settlements ofpeasansfrom

eastern Uttar Pradesh with an average land holding of 2-3 acres a piece. There have been

instances when he whole crop has been damaged in one night by elephans causing almost

otal loss to these poor farmers. In absence of any compensatory schemes for elephant

damage, ttrere is growing anger among the farmers.
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On a long terms basis when population of elephant increases, the incidence of crop
raiding is expectcd to increase, leading to major man-elcphant confrontations. The occasional
breaking of rhino enclosure fences by elephants offers the reintroduced rhinos a potential
opportunity to move ino adjacent crop fields. Villagers of the area adjacent to Rhino
Reintroduction Area have heard about rhinos but are not accustomed to seeing them and
their behaviour when rhinos raid their crops is unforoseeable. Being such an expensive
programme, each and every rhino is important and expensive and hence strict protection
is impcrative

The movement of elephants in the area will continue to pose a threat to the rhino
and cause serious administrative problems. The villagers adjacent to the Park boundary,
vulnerable to crop raiding by elephants should be made aware about scaring devices and

other available effective methods. At the same time a scheme should be envisaged which
can protect the intcrest of farmers by providing compensation in case of crop loss. This
willgo a long way in protecting the elephants and establishing a healthy elephant population
in Dudwa without any conflict with humans and with possible implication in management
and problem mitigation.

The futurc of elephans in Dudwa thus depends largcly on thcmanagement practices

inside the park as well as in formulating a clear-cut policy for their long-term survival.
Bcing a very small and isolated population it is imperative to redcfine the whole conservation
programme in the way thatmajor emphasis is given to the viability of this population. There
is enough evidence !o suggest that intermixing of elephant populations from Sukhla Phanta

and Bardia in Ncpal and Dudwa in India goes on. But lhe route through which they
move between Dudwa and areas in Nepal makes them highly vulncrable as they have to
cross a 7.5 km stretch of treeless and intensively cultivated area. As they move hrough
the agriculture dominated areas they resort to crop rainding and occasionally rogue elephants
kill human beings. This is likely to increase the way the human population is increasing,
lcading to agricultural expansion and deforestation.

Thus, for proper protection and viability of theseclustercd populations of elephants
it is essential to link up these two areas that can facilitate risk frce movemcnts of elephants
and will allow nccessary genetic exchange for minimising therisk of inbreeding and othcr
stochastic events associated with small isolated population.
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ABSTRACT

The remaining populations of the Asiatic elephant are at critically low levels ad
declining rapidly lhroughout most of their range. The continuing loss of habitat for w'ld
populations and the limited scope of domesticated breeding programmes are the pritary
obstacles to the goal of preserving viable elephant populations in Soulheast Asia. The bng-
lerm survival of the elephant is crucial to Myanmar's ecosystem. The Ministry of Ftestry
of the Union of Myanmar has laid great str ess in implementing a combined manq,ement
programme incorporating both wild and domestic elephant populations which proides the
best means for ensuring the continued survival of this species. As the elephants of l[yanmar
are providing an invaluable service to support the national economy, the research 0n coplive
breeding of Myanmar elephants is the major on-going project of the Union of,Myanmar,
the objectives of which are :-

(1) to encoura7e natural mating atrnng captive working elephants at tle first phase
lo meet the demand of Myanmar Timber Enterprise for the recruitment of the timber
elephants.

(2) lo implement a captive breeding programme based on the selection of desircd
characlerislics such as tuskness, tactabilily, good mothering ability, reliability etc.

(3) lo explore mare about the reproductive parameters of Myanmar elephants.

This paper deals with some of the reproduclive parameters of Myanmar cow elephants

from the Myanmar Timber Enterprise, the state-owned enterprise with special reference
to population slructure of timber (captive) elephants, calving rate, inlercalving inlerval and
the age range with prime reproductive performance in Myanmar cow elephants.
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INTRODUCTION

The Union of Myanmar is the largest country on the mainland Southeast Asia witlt

a total land area of 676,677 Km2 Q2.4 million ha.) and is well known as a prosperous

.ountry due to its rich natural resources, the most promincnt of which is is vast area of

naturai forests. Different types of forest cover some 32 million ha. (or about 507o of its

land area) wifi over 8,000 plant species including 2,300 tree species,9T varicties of bamboo

and 32 different types of cane. Its teak is still the most reputable in the world market

and Myanmar accounts for the largest share of world teak trade. Myanmar has a well

established tradition of harvesting is natural resources conservatively. To ensure the

sustainable production of the timber re,sources, forests are not clear cut. The Union of

t"ty-*. has steadfastly applied the Myanmar's Selection Felling system with the fclling

cytle fixed at 30 years, and teak trees are allowed to cut only when they have grcwn up

to rtre size of 7 feet 6 inches Q29 cm) girth at breast height (gbh) in good leak forest

and 6 feet 6 inches gbh in poor teak forest. GBH for other hard woods are ranged from

g feet o 6 feet 6-inches according to species. The annual allowable cut is less than

3 rnillion cubic meters for both teak and hardwood'

The foresls :ue mostly of deciduous type with a wide variety of valuable species of

timl.,er growing ogelhcr. It is tlrerefore of great importance that utrnost care bg taken in

tn" t *"tting of titU"t. Topographically, the country is very rugged and mountainous in

tta narnf, anJ west of Myanmar, where most of the timber harvesting sites are situated.

trty-*'a has three different seasons' the rainy season (Monsoon), summer and cold Season'

fne *ir,,y season lasts for four months, from July to October in southern Myanmar but
nds up to Decembcr. Due to the rugged tcrrain

is theonly co'untry in l,he world that extensively utili:

operadons. lvlany countries are now reverting to this method of lo

hbrse etc. According to the available sources 10,000 - 17,000 Asi

domestication as captive elephants, majority being used in the

animats are used foi religious ceremonies and in the ourist industry. Approximately 6000

eleptrans are kept as captiue animals in the Union are under

Git" of Myaima Timber Enterprise while 3000 ' It means

tttai nearfy naf tne world's captive population of mar ' The

existing animal power deployed in timber harvesting indusFy is stated in table (1a) and

tf* r"i ratios of each age group is shown in pie graph of Fig' l' 
t

Since prewar period, Myanmar elephants had been grouped into three age categories

in accordance with the utilization capability of the animal. Until 4 years of age, they are

Dut under tre class of CAH (calf at heel) and ttrey keep railing their mother on and off
'0r,, U"t all calves that reach the age of 4 to 5 years or a height of 4.6 feet are put into
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the systematic weaning, tanling and training progmmme. Only after training are they given
a registration number and are taken care of by separate mefirods. Young elephans betwcen
5 and l7 years of age arc grouped as TC (trained calves) and they are trained to learn
simple words of command:s, getting used to their hamess and fetters and given light jobs,
and used as baggage elephants. This is the long period of learning for young elephants
during which the strong relationship between man and elephant is gradually built up. They
try to understand how to communicate with each other during this twclve years pcriod
which allows the animals to leam o live in close harmony in their scmi-domesticatcd
environment. When they reach l8 years of age, they are put into the class of FG (fully
grown) and introduced tto logging operations as working/draft elcphants until they reach Lhe

retirement age of 50 y'ears.

The total population of wild elephants in Asia was estimated to be betwecn 35,000
and 55,000 (Santiapillai and Jackson, 1990) but Daniel (1992) put the numbcr to be between
36,00044,000. Through questionnaire srtrveys and local information, Myanmar is known
to support between 6,mO-10,000 wild elephants- the second largest wild stock in Asia
inhabiting some 32 million ha of forested area. The capture of wild elcphants has stoppcd
in Myanmar since the 1994195 fiscal year.

REPRODUCTIVE PARAMETERS OF MYANMAR COW ELEPHANTS

Data concerning rcpoductive performance of Myanmar timbcr elephants is extractcd
from the annual rcports of elephant log book known as Form J of the Extraction Departmcnt
of the Myanma Timber Enterprise. Only after taming and training, every domestic elephant
in Myanmar is given a registration number and a log book in which all the bio data such
as sex, name,age at time of acquisition or date of birth (if captiveborn), age of lraining,
date of registration, date of mating/calving etc. are routinely recordcd. Additional information
on training methods, name of trainer, temperament of the animal, vcterinary inspection and
Eeatment, reproductive history, prescribed work load and nature of work, musth condition
etc. are also recorded. There were 278 calvings from 269 cows during the pcriod 1991-
1994. The data was sortcd to identify the range of age and the numbcr of calving ratcs
and the prime age of reproduction in Myanmar cow elephants. Nine out of 269 cows gave
birth to tlreir calves during the 199U92 Ia 1994194 fiscal years. Fnom 1991D2 to 19941

94 fiscal years. The number of calvcs born andthesex ratio of male andfcmale are 80
(35:45),68(32:36),72(37:35) and58(27:31) respectively. Due to the inconsistencies of filling
the Form J by ditferent officials, 86 cases of calvings were found as unknown paras. Out
of 278 calves, ll7 (55males&62 females) were sircd by captive bulls from MTE and
private-owned bulls,75(31 males &44 females) were sired by wild elephants, and 86 (45
males & 4I fcmales) were born from pregnancies without known breeding history. The
reproductive parameters of Myanmar cow elephants and the numbcr of calves and thcir
sex ratio from MTE cows which are grouped in 5 years age intervals aredisplayed in Tablcs
3 & 4 nd Fig.2. which indicate that the prime reproductive age of Myanmar cow elephants
isbetween 2l and 35 years. Fig. 3. shows the number of calves born from first to ninth
calvers.
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The estimated calving rate (range6.V2 to8.3Vo) and the number of calves representing

the percent population (range 1.9 ta 2.77o) during the last 4 fiscal years is described in

Table 5. The range of miximum and maximum age limis in respective calvings between

frst and fifth calvings.are shown in Table6-

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON CAPTIVE BREEDING OF ELEPHANTS

The total number of MTE elephans with calves in comparison with the mortality

rate and number of animals captured from the wild during 1980-1995 are shown in Tables

8 and 9 and in Figs.4 and 5. It is noted tlrat the total number of MTE timber elephants

is quite stable at the figure of 2900 but fire mortality rate among the calves under 5 years

is higher rhan rhat of the other age groups (Iable 7). As the current birth rate was not

adequate to replenish the present stock of timber elephants, the captive breeding programme

becomes one of the alternatives to capturc. Experience of rearing calves born under captivity

are more intelligent, less aggressive, easier to train, tractable and are of more reliable

temperument than those captured from the wild. The Ministry of Forestry has encouraged

the following rcsearch projecs.

1. To develop RIA of serum progesterone to study the oestrous cycle of Myanmar
cow elephants to improve breeding management.

A rescarch grant was awarded by the International Foundation for Scicnce (IFS) of
Sweden and scientific advice and instrumental help was given from the Metro Washington

PukZno, U.S.A. This is the frst research work in Myanmar on elephant reproduction,

working to develop artihcial insemination (A I) procedures that will be repeatable and

practical for the implementation of captive breeding programmes. Pammount to the success

of A I. Procedures is timing the insemination to coincide with ovulation, so zts to optimize

conception and make prudent use of limited amount of semcn. Characterization of Lhe events

of tlre oestrous cycle leading to ovulation must hrst be documented endocrinologically and

accurate information on fie endocrine status of the female is basic for the undcrstanding

of oestrous cycle, pregnancy, gestation, parturition and the impact of stress caused by scason

and fatigue.

Myanma Timber Enterprise has committed to the study on captive elephant since

March 1992, urilizing the expertise of the staff of Division of Nuclear Medicine of the

Department of Medical Research, Ministry of Health, Myanmar. It is hoped to trace the

delailed profile of progesterone for 3 years, followed by corrclating it to other indicators

such as Flelvnen responses (urine tes6) and core body temperature. The interrelationship

of these indicators should point o ttre optimal time to mate or inseminatc leading to a

repcatable and practically identifrable insemination I'ime.
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2. To study spermiogram of elephant semen with special reference to its employment
for natural and artificial breeding

Scientific support and hnancial assistance was given by the IFS of Sweden. As it
pertains to livestock, AI allows the most efficient use of sires. There is a nced for greater
understanding of safe and reliable method of semen collection and the characteristics of
ejaculate as well as the storage of semen. For wildlife species AI could be particularly
valuable for ensuring reproduction between behaviourally incompatible pairs, eliminating
the risks of animal transport and providing an avenue for infusing genes from wild stocks
into captive populations many of which are genetically stagnant.

3. To initiate database management ofstudbooks of domestic elephants from the Union
of Myanmar.

The collaborating research institution is the National T.oologic.al Park of the
Smithsonian Instil.ution, USA. We are examining the parameters of life history of the
domestic elephant population in Myanmar that would enable us to calculate descriptive
statistics for each of the life history variable which could then be used to model population
growtlt rate and to recommend changes in management necessary for births to exceed deaths
of clephans under captivity. We have found tlrat the elephant log books are scattered all
over lhe country. It is very difficult to trace the biodara concerning breeding, calving rate,
intercalving interval, inbreeding problems as well as management problems among working
elephans. No research has been done to learn the ethnozoology of elephans. The goals
of our study are not only to explore the life history parameters but also to learn the
demography as well as the assessment of body condition and reproductive perfor mance
under different working and managcment conditions which would allow us !o calculate
descriptive statistics for each of tlre life history variables. The major output of this projcct
is to initiate centralized database of all possible information on elephants from every region
which is readily accessible for analysis, contributing to the improvement in the managemcnt
of domestic elephants.

DISCUSSION

Sex -ratio is a measure of the reproductive performance of any population and a
knowledge of it is essential to understand and interpret other vital statistics of the population
(Downing, 1980). In general, the sex-ratios among neonates is nearly l:l but timber elephants
of age groups (under 5 years, between 5 and l7 yeani or calf at heel and trained calf)
are roughly l:l with a little bias to females but lotal number of female adults over 18
years old is nearly 507o more than the adult males and the sex- ratio of male and female
is l:1.6 (Table 2 and Fig.2). The elephant is a polygynous species, where one bull can
successfully mate with a number of cows in estrous therefore it is an advantage to have
surplus females for mating. As Sukumar (1989) pointed out, a certain proportion of adult
females would also be eitlrer pregnant or in anoestrous state and therefore not available
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for conception, in which case, ttp operational sex ratio would not be as disparate as the

observed sex-ratio in the population.

Age-ratios are also an important source of information for management of elephant

population (Downing, 1980). During 1994-95 fiscal year, the population of working elephans

in Myanmar composed of 1622 fully grown elephants (over 18 years old),962 trained calves

(age between 5 and l7 years) and 269 calves at heel which comprise 56.9Vo, 33.7Vo and

9.31o of total population respectively. The lower population of calves at heel is one of the

indicators of declining birth rate and high mortality rate among subjuveniles before weaning

age at 4-5 years. The age at which a female elephant becomes sexualty mature ranges from

approximarely six o twelve years (Mikota et al., 1994). The age of hrst calving in Asian

elephants ranges from 5-16 years (Flower, 1943), 13 years (Robinson, 1934) to 9 years

@vans, 1910). But Schmidt (1986) scated that age at sexual maturity in captive elephans

varied widely and appeared to be influenced by nutrition.

In this paper, we are trying to emphasize some little known aspects of reproductive
parameters of Asian elephans regarding the age range of hrst calvings, sex ratio and

minimum and maximum age of respective calvings from first to ninth calvings, population

structure of elephants from Myanmar Timber Enterprise comparing mortality and calvings

in all three age groups. Information on reproductive performance of Myanmar cow elephants

was first described by U Toke Gale (1971) as follows:-

"Tlw Burmese cow-elephants, engaged as tlrcy are in strenuous timber work from the

age of 18 to over 55 years, do not live to procreate right up the ripe age of eighty as

Sanderson stotes, but during their span of life in caplivily, healthy cows will produce from
tlvee to five calves at an inlerval of 5 lo seven years between each confinement"

The calving time and the sex-ratio of 967 calves born during 1948 and 1964. (avcrage

56.9 calves per year) were also recorded by U Toke Gale with the maximum number of
calving taking place in cooler part of ttre year (December, January, February and March).

No detailed information conceming the range of age, number of calves born on para basis

was given. Conceming the age at sexual maturity in Asian elephans, Sukumar (1989) had

stated that the age of pubery in Asian cow elephants of India is very plastic and he assumed

that in most Asian countries the mean age at f,ust calving may be as late as 18 O 20

years and bull elephans can not mate until they are ?n @25 years old. The mean intercalving

interval was estimated at 4.7 yeus according to his field studies. The birth of 74 calves

from 37 captive adult cows from ttre state of Tamil Nadu during the period of 1950 and

1983 was also described as a sucess in breeding elephans in semicaptive conditions.

For African elephans, Williamson (1976) stated that the interval was 4.3 years witlt
the mean age of frst ovulation was approximately at ll years of age. Smith and Buss

(1973) indicated'that female African elephants reached sexual maturity between 7 and 15

years of age with loctation period for the young lasting for 4.8 years. Lee (1991)estimated
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the age of maturity in African elephants ar 12-14 years and she commented that cows under
the age l0 may be capable of ovulation but less likely to become pregnant. She also stated
that the range of intercalving interval was 3 to 9 years depending on the local environmental
conditions (rainfall, food supply, etc.), the presence of a suckling calf, ic sex and the age
of cow and those of 15 to 50 years were most likely oconceive while younger animals
and the oldest showed reduced fertility.

Flom the four year data on 278 calvings, it appears that:

l. the youngestage of cow for her hrst calving is 12 years 5 months, indicating that
age of puberty in Myanmar elephans can be a.s young as 10.75 years (Iable 6).

2. the oldest age at the time of calving (during the last 4 years) is 55 years and maximum
number of calves produced from a Myanmar elephant is nine (older records had
shown some cows can drop up to 12 calves during ttreir life time).

3. the number of calves born at first, second and third calvings is dramatically increased
in comparison to the later calvings and the age at first frree calvings ranged from
12 years 5 month to 55 yean with the prime reproductive age clearly shown in
the Fig.2 with 2l to 35 years age goup. This information is important in choosing
the best age group for a captive breeding programme.

4. if we exclude the births from cows under 15 years of age (7 out of 280 births) tlre
estimated calving rates between l99l92 nd 1994195 ue 8.37o,6.8Vo,7.3Vo and 6.V2Vo
respectively with the mean calving nte being 7.I7o.

5. two pairs of twin s were born among 278 calves during the last 4 year period which
also indicates that tendency of twinning in Asian elephanc is I in 140 births.

6. Tables 8 & 9 and Fig. 5 indicate the fact that current, calving rates do not meet the
number of deaths and there is no doubt that the captive breeding programme is the
only alternative tro replenish Myanmar logging elephanS.

7. nearly one quarter of otal mortality lies with the age limit of under 5 years, veterinary
care of young calves and lactating mother should be put into a priority project in
the near future (Iable 7).

8. we naced the reproductive histories of cows tlrat give birtlr more than 5 calvings
from the 4 years calvings. It is most interesting to note that 5 cows have intercalving
interval of less than 2 and a half yean. The shortest intercalving interval ever recordcd
during the last 4 years is exactly 2 years for a cow with registration number of
37U. She dropped 2 calves (her second and third calves), on 0l/13/87 and
0lll3l89, While she was carrying her tfrird pregnancy, lactation process was not



disturbed and tlre older calf suckled until the mother gave birtlr to her third calf.

The biodata of ttris cow is as follows;

Name : Win San

Registration na:3734
Birth type: captive born wittr the date of birth

Reproductive history: first calf (female)

second calf (female)

ttrird calf (female)

fourth calf (male)

frftlr calf (female)

$r26rc9
05lrst84
0u13E7
0l/13/89
r0l14Br
Ml}sBs

five calves are still altive

9. we came to realise that shorter intercalving interval is not a desirable characteristic

as it provokes competion between siblings and can lead to higher neonahl mortality in

yoong.t calves due to reduced opportunities for obtaining enough milk during the first few

*onfhr of age. The heavy burden of lactating two calves at a time can deplete more body

reseves than the cow with one sucking neonate and this would eventually induce the mother

to delay resumption of the next @strous cycle.

CONCLUSION

With ttre global oil crisis, and high cost of mechanization, the use of readily available

elephant power will prove much more economical than mechanization. In addition, the

elephanS-involved in timber hauling do not damage or churn up the forest. Hence the

long+erm survival of fhe elephant is crucial to Myanmar's ecosystems. A sound scientific

unJerstanding of a natural resource is fundamental to any well planned management of

that resourc-. Long term conservation of Myanmar elephant need not depend on

quantification of iS population throughout the country but it is important to know whether

tire population ttend shows declining picture. We are encouraged to leam that adult-

dominated age structure and femal biased sex -ratios are characteristics of the population

structure of Myanmar etephants. If the recruitment of the stock of working elephant by

capturing from tlre wild ii stopped, implementation of captive breeding programmes and

active measurements to reduce calf mortality is of paramount importance and these are

the alternatives to maintaining a sustainable population of working elephants.
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TABLE 1. Draft animals used for timber harvesting during 1994-95 frscal year

Departmenlal Power

Adult elephants

(working elephants over 18 years of age)
Trainedftaggage elephants (5 !o 17 years old)
Calves at heel (under 5 years of age)

Hired animals

Private owned elephans (workable agelsiz*)
Baffalo paris

TABLE l-a Coding of age categories by Sikes (1971)

rcn
9A
269

2284
1400

Neonate:
Infants :

Calves:
Juveniles:
Sub adult:
Prime adults:
Seniour adults:
Unknown:

birth through 30 days of age

3l days through I year of age
gleater than I year through 5 years of age
gleater than 5 yean through l0 years of age
greater than l0 years through 20 years of age
grcater than 20 years through 40 years of age
gleater than 40 yean of age

birth date unknown

Age groups of elephans owned by Myanmar Timber Enterprise during
1994195 fiscal year

TABLE 2

Age group Male Female Total

Fully Grown (over l8 years)

Trained calves (5-17 years)

Calves at heel (under 5 years)

Total

619

478

r23

1220

1003

4U
146

1633

r622

962

269

1853
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(M) r18 yrs

220!"

(l-) 5-i / Yrs
1'foi.

FG : Fully grDwn (over 18 Years)

TC = Trahed catf (5'17 YQars)

CAH o Calf at heol (under 5 Years)

(M) < 5 Yrs
4%

(M) 5-17 Yrs
17o/"

Fig. l. Overall population of MTE elephants showing sex ratios
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..'{...1991/92

199293

1 993/94

1 994/95

0

Fig.2.

< 15 tC.?o 2l-?6 20€0 tt86 t$.o 41-15 o'9 
r".r. tt

The number of calves born from MTE cows according o 5 years

age grouping, showing the age range of prime reproduction is (21-3t.

1$ ?nd ?d lth stir ah 7h Eltr 901

calvsts r;alvets ,;alvets colvel:; r;.llvats calv€ls calvers calvers calvels

Fig. 3. The number of calves born from MTE cows elephants showing various paras
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Fig.4. Comparison of mortality and calvings of timber elephants according to three
age groups during 1990-lg4

3:tE3E3BE3F*$$*
Fig.S. Population trend of elephans from Myanma Timber Enterprise
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STATUS SURVEY OF ELEPHANTS
AND THEIR HABITATS IN GARO HILLS,

NORTH EAST INDIA.

A. Christy Williams & A. J. T. Johnsingh
Wildlife Institute of India

Post Box # 18, Chandrabani,
Dehra Dun - 248401. India.

INTRODUCTION

The Asian elephant Eleplas maximus in India occurs in five major disjointed
populations totalling 17,000 to 22,0N individuals (Daniel, 1980). The elephant populations
in south, central, and north-west India occur primarily in Forest Department-controlled
reserved forest, wildlife sanctuaries and national parks. However, in nortlr-east India, a
significant proportion of the elephant population (rcurs in private and unclassified state
forests. For example, in the state of Meghalaya, theForest Depafiment controls orfly l2%o

of the otal 8,514 km2 of forests (Anon, 1994). The rest are under the control of village
communities and district councils. More than 1000 elephants, of an estimated population
of 2,2N, occur in the foress not controlled by the Forest Department (Anon, op. cit.).

The Garo hills in Meghalaya is a region of high elephant density and elephant-human
conflicL Here, an estimated 1,400 elephants occur over a forest area of 3,150km2, of which
only ?nVo is under the control of the Forest Departmena (op.cit.). The 1993-94 Forest
Department Census has estimated the otal number of elephans on private land in the Garo
hills to be over 6N (op.cit). The census was carried out during the season when forests
were cleared for cultivation by the indigenous people who practise jhum or slash and burn
agriculture. Elephants usually retrcat !o undisturbed protected forests during this time and
thus many elephants enumerated in the protected areas probably use forests outside the
control of theForest Deparfnent at least during a part ofthe year.

Published accounts of elephant numbers of the conservation status of elephans in
Meghalaya are few (see lahiri-Choudhury, 1985; Anon, 1994) and ttrey only consist of an
overall general assessment of the status of elephans in the Garo hills. Therefore a need
was felt to survey and assess the conservation status of elephans occurring both on
community and Forest Department connolled areas of Garo hills. Consequently, a status
survey was initated in November 1994 nd field work was catried out till September 1995.
The objectives of the survey were to evaluate the conservation status of elephants and quantify
elephant-human conflicL Relative densities of elephants in different areas, and the influence
of human practises like shifting cultivation on elephant distribution were also investigated.
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TIIE STUDY AREA A}.ID LAND USE IN GARO HILLS

The Garo hills area lies benveen 259' and 2601'N and 84049' aul,d9L92 E. The Garo
hills comprise of three districts, viz. the west Garo hills, the east Garo hills, and the south
Garo hills, covering a totral area of 8,197 km2 . (Frg l). It is bordered on the west and
the north by the Assam plains and in the south by the Bangladesh plains, while on the
east the hills merge with the Khasi hills. The average altitude is about 600 m and he highest
point is l,4l2m (Momin, 1984). The annual rainfall ranges between 1,500 mm and 3,500
mm. The rural population density in the important elephant areas ranges from Z to 80
persons / Km2 (Anon, 1992). I{aridasan and Rao (1985) described the following broad
vegetation types based on altitude, rainfall and dominant species composition.
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Tropical evergreen forests

These forests rsually occur in high rainfall areas and in catchment areas. They are

species rich and form a closed evergrcen canopy. The trees exhibit clear zonation and hick
undergrowth. The op canopy consists of all rees llfr:e Mesuaferrea, Castanopsis tribuloides,
Caslanopsis indica, Sapium baccalurn, Miclwlia clanpaca, Schhru wallicW ud Tetranuks
nudiflora. Buttressed trunks are characteristic of the majority of the trees of this sorey.
The second sorey is composed of rees l;ke Garcinia spp, Vitex glabrata, ,\ntidesnu
acnminatwn, Persea gantblei,Ficns spp. and Manigifera sylvatica, These trees are thin boled
and tall. Climbers lil<e Hodgsonia tltacrocarpa, Beawtantia grandiflora, Gnetwn scandens
and Combretwn roxbwghii are characteristic of these forest.

Tropical moist deciduous forest

A sizeable podon of the Garo hills falls under this category of forest. To a great

extent, the reserve forests are dominated by Shorea robusta. Seasonal leaf shedding, rccurent
fires and profuse blmming are characteristic of ttris tlpe of forests. The top canopy is
occupied by trces like Slnrea robtula, Sterculia villosa, Lagerstroemia pamiflira,
Artocorpus chapalasa, Gnulina arborea, Dillenia pentogyna. Salnulia nalabarica, Prenua
milleflora, Terminalia bellerica, Careya arborea, Bridelia relusa, Vitex spp, Aporusa
roxburghii and Schima wallichii are some of the otier tree species found here.

Degraded secondary forests

Repeated jhumming leads 0o highly degraded secondary forest type. These forest s

occupy vast stretches of the Garo hills. The common species found in this vagetation type
ue Bauhinia variegata, Callicarpa arborea, Cueya arborea, Emblica oficinalis, and
Macaranga denticulata. Weeds like Euptorium odoratum and Mikania micranlla are
common.

Bamboo forests

These mainly occur on jhum fallows, and form pure stantds in some areas. The
common bamboo species in Garo hills ue Dendrocalamus hatniltonii, D. gigante*s, Bambusa
bambos and Melocanna bambusoides. Pure stands of the last mentioned species occur
extensively in highly degraded jhum fallows in West Garo hills.

Land use

The predominant form of land use in tlre Garo hills is jhum. This is a traditional
form of agriculture where a patch of forest is cleared by slashing tlre undergrowth and
felling small trees and bambms. The larger trees may be left inacr The felled vegetation
is burnt when it is dry and a particular area is cultivated for one or two years after which
the plot is abandoned. The area of individual jhum plots ranges between I and 2.5 ha
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depending on family size. Jhum agriculure is xainfed and subsistence farming is the norm.
The farmers return to a site after about 5-10 years @amalcishnan, 1992). Farmers grow
rice' cotton, ginger, chillies, millets, tapioca and various types of gourds and vegetables.

Inter<lopping and sequential harvesting is a characteristic feature.

METHODS

To identify and quantify elephant ranges

The senior author spent a few days with officials of the Forest Department and marked

the various areas of Garo hills, in which elephants are reported, on Survey of India toposhees
(l:50,000) ard maps (l inch = 4 miles) used by the Meghalaya Forest Department.
Reprcsentative tmcts of tlre forest areas wer€ checked for elephant signs (e. g. dung piles
or tracks) either on fmt or bJ vehicle in places with roads. Due !o the vashess of tlre
elephant range and time constraints, itwas not possible to directly check all the areas marked.

Hence, information on the Fesence of elephants in areas surveyed were got from inten iews
with the Wildlife Department Staff and knowledgeable local persons. Since different portions

of the elephant range in Garo hills had problems peculiar to them, the elephant range in
Garo hills was divided into five distinct sub-ranges for tlre purpose of discussion. Forest
oover maps (l:250,000) of Forest Survey of India, based on satellite imageries and Survey
of India toposheets (1:50,000) were digitised on Unix based GIS softwere GRASS 4.0 to
quantify ext€nt of ttre elephant ranges. All the areas reported are map areas and actual
areas could be much higher due to the mountainous terrain.

To estimate relative elephant densities h tbe dilTerent elephant ranges.

It is not easy to sight elephants in forested habitas due to thiclness of the

undergrowth. Hence, several people have used indirect metlrods like counting ttre number
of dung piles in line-transects and other methods (Jachmann & Bell, 1979, l98/; Barnes

& Jensen, 1987; Sale, Johnsingh & Dawson, 1980; Barnes et. al.l99l:, Fay & Agnagna
l99l). The line ransect method was tried and abandoned due to the steep terrain and
numerous obstructions [ke ravines and limestone formations in the study area. Elephant
trails, footpaths and roads known to be used by elephants were walked in each of the different
elephant ranges !o gompule elephant dung encounter rates. There are strong reasons to
believe that dung encounter rales on paths and trails rcflect the relative densities of the
elephans in the different ranges (Fay & Agnagna, l99l).

Habitat preference

To determine relative habitar preferences of elephants, the habitats were classified
into tlre following types; Recent jhum (l-3 yn), jhum fallow (3-7 yrs), jhum fallow (7-
l0 yn), jhum foress (10 yrs and older jhum fallows), primary forests and planations.
Footpaths and trails, regularly used by elephants in ttre habitas described above, were walked
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and the number of dung piles encountered were noted and used to estimate habitat preference.
Only data from the south Garo hills elephant mnge, an area which had all the habitat types,
was used for this analysis. Jacob's (1947) preference index was calculated for the different
habitat types.

PAST STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION

Garo hills came under the British administration only in 1866 (Ilunter, 1879). Until
1873 the interior ardas of Garo hills remained unexplored due to unavailability of maps.
Therefore no records of elephant status and distribution are available before ttris period.
The records available after this period mostly report the number of elephants captu€d, witlr
little information about their disribution. The number of elephants caught each year gives
us a rough idea of the number of elephants that were present in these hills. Alttrough
considerable trade in captued elephans used to be caried out from Garo hills by native
shikaris from Purniah, Rangpur and Mymensingh areas before 1874 (Hunter, 1879), published
accounts are hard to find.

Hunt€r (1879) was the first to give an account of the trade in captured elephans
in Assam. In 1876 the Government planned !o allow capture of 150 !o 200 elephants a
year which they estimated would be enough !o pay for the expenses of the Disuict
Adminisration (f.7,790.10s in 1875-76) (Ilunter, 1879). About 4,000 elephants were
captured in the period ca. 188G1901 (Carrey, 1919). Elephants were found near Damra,
Rajsimla valley and other northern areas of East Garo hills adjoining the border of Assan
during this period (Carrey, l9l9). Two hundred and fifty firve elephants were captured
between l9l I and l9l4 in Garo hills (Sracey, 1963). Rowantree (1982) recalls encountering
signs of elephants wherever he went into Garo hills in the period 193943. The number
of elephants captured in Meghalaya in the period l96G8l was 1,538 (Lahiri-Choudhury,
1985). One hundred and seventy one elephants were captured in Garo hills in thefive years
preceding the stopping of elephant capture in 1982. The first official oensus in Garo hills
was carried out in 1981, in and around Balpakram National Park (Gogoi & Choudhury,
1982). After this period various estimates have been made. The first state-wide elephant
count was conducted in 1993. Table I gives the different population estimates for Meghalaya
and Garo hills. From the limited accounts available it is fairly certain that elephants were
widespread and numerous in Garo hills during the late 1800's and early 1900's.
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TABLE 1. Estimates of elephant populations in Meghalaya

Estimate Source

2333
250G3500
2352
r460
(a) - Estimates for Garo hills;

Gogoi & Choudhury (1981)
Iahiri-Choudhury (1985)
Forest Department EstimateP (1984)
Forest Department Census' (1993)

O)- Desai & Krishnamurthy (192)

LEGISLATION

In 1874 the Govemment asserted ownership over all the wild elephants in Garo hills
(Hunter, 1879). The capturc of elephans in Garo hills was banned 1874 and 1876 (op.

cil). Permits to private contrators to carry out capture of wild elephants against payment
of royalty, were issued tiil 1982. Conrol hunting of elephans was also allowed till l98l
in areas of severe conflict (Gogoi & Choudhury, 1982). With the adoption of the Indian
Wildlife Protection Act. (1972), and subsequent upgrading of elephants from Schedule II
o Schedule I, both theabove mentioned practices were banned (op.cit.\

DISTRIBUTION AND CONSERVATION STATUS

1. \Mest Garo hills elephant range

I.I Location and Habitat

This is an area to the west of the National highway running from Guwahati o Dalu.
It is bounded by ttre plains of Assam tothe north and north east and ttre plains of Bangladesh
in the south (Figs. l&2). It lies approximately between 9000 and 90r'25 E and 25025' and
25o55'N. Thevegetation in the area is dominated by degraded secondary forests and bamboo
(Melarccoru bamboosoides) forest interspersed with jhum helds. There are a few patches

of primary evergreen vegetation found mainly along riverine tracts.

12 Distribution of elcphants

The elephans are spread over a large area(Table2).Elephant presence was confirmed
by indirect evidences from in and around villages along the.Dadeng river and its tributaries
(Ftg.2).It was also confumed by indirect evidences from villages around Dadenggiri,
Rongram, Garobadha and Tura owns @ig.2). Unconfirmed reports of elephans were got
from villages around Dalu and Phulbari towns. Sightings of elephants, in the rainy season,
in and around Damalgiri area (Fig.2) were reported by the Forest Department staff and
other reliable wihesses. However, no evidence was found in Damalgiri arca during the
sruvey.
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TABLE 2. Estimated area and elephant population sizes in the different elephant range

Elephant range Estimated
population'

Estirruted
area ftrt1

Area under
FD control (kmt)'

West Garo hills 16
East Garo hills 37O

Nokrek NP-Angratolli RF 333

South Garo hills 591

West Khasi hills lA
' - Forest Department census (1993)
b - Areas expressed are map areas.
c - Areas expressed are actual areas.

1065

735

BA
481

2460

E.A
35.U

93.87

264.29

0

d - Area calculated only for tlre southem portion of the elephant range

13 Conservation status

The elephant range in west Garo hills has a very high intensity of elephant-human
conflicl Much of elephant habitat in tlre range is under jhum and therefore is in a degraded
condition. The Forest Department conuols an insignificant portion of the area (Iable 2).
A recent field survey to the area in the month of Feb. 1996 ta the area revealed that mining
on a large scale was starting near Damal Asim village. The mining is being carried out
in an area which is really crucial for elephants in this range. The prospects of finding a
solution to the conflict seem to be bleak due to high rates of humun population growth
and the lack of options available to control the practise of jhum. The conflict is bound
to increase in the coming years. The long-term survival of elephans in this area is highly
threatened.

2. East Garo hills elephant range

2.1 Location and habiut

This is an area bounded on the north by Sonksak RF, to the east by Dobu, on the
South by the northern boundary of Nokrek National Park, to the south east by Nangwalbibra
and o the west by areas north east of Rongram. It is situated approximalely between 9025'
to 9045E and 25030' to 25040N @igs.1&3). The vegetation in the area is dominated by
secondary forests and highly degraded bamboo foresls. The Rongrengiri Reserved Forests
and Samanda area are however dominated by sal (Slwrea robusta).
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22 Distribution of elephants

Elephant presenoe was confirmed by indirect signs from villages in and around
Rongrenggiri RF, Samanda are4 along the northern boundary of Nokrek National Park and

villages around Nangwalbibra. Unconhrmed reports of elephans were got from areas to
the west of Rongram and areas around Dambuk RF. No elephans were counted in Dambuk
RF during the elephant census 1983-94. The elephans reported from around Dambuk RF,
if true, seem to be an isolated population of a few elephans. No elephant signs were recorded
in Sonsak RF, Darugiri RF and from areas around Dobu.

23 Conservation status

This is an area where the elephant range has shrunk considerably.l-arye areas Dobu

and Nangwalbibra are being mined for coal. There are large scale encroachments all along
the border of Darugiri RF, and, according to local reports, vehicular traffic plying coal
has increased enormously in the recent years. Enquiries with Meghalaya Forest Officials
revealed that elephans used to frequent, the Songsak and Darugiri Reserved Forests till the
years 1985-86. It is not suprising that elephants have retreated in the face of such massive

disturbances. Since elephants have stopped using tlre Reserved Forests mentioned above,

the only area in this range under Forest Department control is Rongrengiri RF. Much of
the habitat outside is degraded due to shifting cultivation or mining for coal. With more

and more area being taken up for mining near Nagwalbibra, the elephans in ttris area will
become pocketed in and around Rongrengiri RF. No management is possible in these areas

under the present chcumstances.

3. Nokrek - Angratolli elephant -range

3.1 Location and habitat

This elephant nmge includes Nokrek National Park in lhe north, areas !o the east

of the National highway running from Tura to Dalu, Simsang river to the east and Angraolli
ItF !o the south. It lies approximately between 9015' !o 9040ts and 259' to 25030' N
(Figs. l&4). The vegetation of this range consists of secondary forests, bamboo forests and

tropical evergreen foress. The southern portion of this range, excluding Angraolli Reserve

Forests and areas to the north e:Nt of Dalu, are highly degraded and have very little ree
cove. The Angraolli RF is dominated by sal. Areas adjoining the plains of Bangladesh

are under permanent cultivation.

32 Disnibution of elephants

Elephant presence was confirmed by direct and indirect signs all along tlre souhern
boundary of Nokrek National Park, villages north east of Chokpot, from areas in and around
Imangiri, Angraolli and Rewak Reserved Forests and areas in and around Siju village.
Elephant signs were also recorded in the area between Imangiri and Rewak Reserved Fuests.
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i3 Conservation status

The elephant habitat is still relatively less disturbed around Imangiri Reserved Forest
and areas to the south and soutlr east of Nokrrek National park, with vast areas still having
good tree cover. This area probably holds great potential for elephant conservation in
community lands, but recent developmental activities could spell disaster. During our survey
a road was being constructed from Kharukhalgiri to Chokpor This will cut across this
elephant range. Logging, which is cunently economically unfeasible, in the forests south
and south east of Nokrek National Park could start on a hrge scale once tlre road is
completed. Mining for coal on a small scale in and around Darenggiri area was noticed
during this study. Although most of'the coal mines visited were small strikes, discussions
with contractors ievealed that ttre coal was of very good quality. If a major coal srike
is made in this area, coal mining will assume alarming proportions. Under the c,urrent
circumstances, the fuhre of elephans in ttris area is uncertain.

4. South Garo hills elephant range'

4.1 Location and habitat

This elephant nmge is demarcated by river Simsang o the West, ttre Khasi hills
disrict to the east and Bangladesh to the South. It lies approximately between 9040' to
9061 Eand 25010 to 2523'N (l&5). The Balpakram National Park and Baghmara Reserved
Forests are situated in this elephant range. The vegetation types found in this area areropical
evergreen forests, moist deciduous forests, secondary forests and bamboo forests. A few
patches of savannah are seen in Bdpalffam area. Species of grasses belonging to the genus
Sacclwrum, Plvagmites, Arundo etc. are found here. A few ree species li*:e Helicia
nilagirica, Emblica offnalis md Engellwrdtia colebrookiana are found in scattered parches.

42 Distribution of elephants

Elephans were encountercd in most of tlre surveyed areas of Balpalaam National
Park,Siju WLS, Rongra own, Siju-Arteka village and areas around tlatisia village. Elephant
signs were encountered in and around areas of Rongsuagal, Kalu Gare Songmonggiri,
Chutmang Agimpal, Dambuk, Gaobari, Taidang,Ilalwa, Chengini, Siju WLS and B4ghmara
RF.

43 Conservation Status

This is an elephant range which holds the maximum promise for the long-term
survival of elephants in the area. Much of the area in this range is already under the control
of the Meghalaya Forest Department, or in tlre process of being acquired. If the conidor
area between Balphakram National Park and Baghmera Reserved Forest is also secured,
then there will be a large tract, ca. 600lsn2 of elephant habitat under the control of the
Forest Department. This will ensure the long lerm survival of elephants. There is a severe
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shortage of manpower required to patrol this area. There werc three cases of elephant

poaching near the southerm portion of ttre elephant range during the s[rdy period. There

is very little Forest Department presenoe in 0re northern portion of this elephant range.

The establishment of a Forest Department Beat Ofhce in Rongcheng Songmong village,

whose land is being acquired, in the nothern part of Balphalcam National Park, would

go a long way in securing the future of elephans in this area.

5. \ilest Khasi hills elephants range

5.1 Location and habittt

This is an area to the east of ttre South Garo hills elephant range. It lies approximately

between 9045' o 9lo Eand 25015' tn25o30N (Figs. 1&5). In he area of overlap with south

Garo hills elephant range, areas to the east of Moheshkola river belong to this range. The

main vegetation types found here are tropical evergreen forests, secondary foress and

bambm forests.

52 Distibution of elePhants

Elephant presence was confirmed by indirect signs from the areas around Sooling,

Weykut and Uymbit villages. Other areas were not surveyed due to lack of time.

Unionggmed reports of elephans were received from most of the southem portion of West

Khasi hills adjacent !o he areas surveyed.

53 Conservation stutus

This area has extensive tracs ofundisturbed evergreen forests. Only a few villages

are present on the southern portion of this range. During this survey it was noticed that

a road had been laid from Shalang to Sooling and extensive logging was taking place about

one kilometre from Sooling village. The Forest Department does not control even a small

fraction of this elephant range (Iable2) and hence they can do very litle !o save the habitat

under these circumstances.

Relative densities

South Garo hills, though the smallest of ttre elephant ranges surveyed consistently,

had the highest number of dung piles per kilometre (Iable 3) and a more contiguous

disribution of elephant droppings. Elephans in the West Garo hills elephant range are

resricted o small patchqs of mature or old secondary forests during most of the day and

the selective sampling of these patche.s probably accounB for the relatively high dung

encounter rates Cfable3). East Garo hills had the lowest dung encounter rates and 85%

of the dung(n=l!) was encountered in and around Rongrenggiri RF. The dung piles were

patchily disributed in the Nokrek NP-Angratolli RF elephant range with most of the dung
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piles being encountercd from areas immediately south and south east of the Nokrek NP.
Only a small area could be sampled in West Khasi hills elephant range and most of the
dung in this area wasfound in the secondary and bamboo forest areas away fromthe logging
areas. Overall, South Garo hills seemed to have a relatively higher density and a more
even distribution of elephans than the other areas.

TABLE 3. Dung enoounrcr rates in the differcnt eleptunt ranges.

Eleplunt mnge No. of Km No. otdung
piles

Dunglknt

West Garo hills
Fast Garo hills

Nokrek NP- Angraolli
South Garo hills

West Khasi hills

26.05

52.r0

81.90

73.85

7.t5

r29

ll
72

583

50

455

0.20

0.88

7.90

6.90

Habitat preference

The elephants preferred jhum fallows less than l0 years (Iable4). The finding that
elephans prefened secondary. forests characterised by jhum fallows was consistent widt
other studies which have shown that both Asian elephants(Eleplas naxinus) and African
elephans (I-oxodonta $ricana) prefer secondary forests (Olivier, 1978; Men, 1981, Bames
et al.lggl). Olivier (1978) speculates ttrat elephurs could be attractred to secondary fqess
due to greater diversity of food plants, less likelihood of these plans being protected by
loxins and tannins, and a higher proportion of available food being wittrin the reeh of
most elephants. The Meghalaya Fonest Departnrent has been and is continuing iS programme
of shifting the villages, whose land has been acquire4 out of the park area. This has created

a landscape dotted with secondary forest patches of variors ages. In the future, as the
secondary vegetation tends towards a climax stage, the quantity of available food will
decrease. Therefore ttre elephants will be presented with choices. They can either use ttrc
same areas and re-adjust their mortality and death rates to a new equilibrium or shift or
extend their home ranges o include areas outside the pa* boundaries. Shifting or extending
their home ranges will allow ttre elephans o utilise arcas outside the park boundaries whele
jhum fallows less than 10 years are available. These areas will also have current jhum
with crops like rice, maize, tapioca and cotton, which attract elephans as they provide

an easy souroe of high quality food. Crop raiding which is a major form of elephant-human

conflict (Williams & Christy, 1996), is bound o increase as corurequence. This scenario
should be considered when management plans are drawn up for this propsed elephant reserve.
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TABLE 4. Jacob's (1974) preference index calculted for different habitat types. Values

of the index range from -l o + I indicating avoidance and preference

respectively.

Habitat type Jaob's preference index

Jhum fallow l-3 yn
Jhum fallow 3-7 yn

Jhum fallow 7-10 yrs

Jhum foress > l0 yrs

primary forests

Sal plantations

Grasslands

Number of dung piles

0.314r

0.4524

0.2&5
-0.3568

-0.6925

0.0742

494
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THREATENED ELEPHANT CORRIDORS IN
GARO HILLS, NORTH EAST INDIA.

A. Christy V/illiams & A. J. T. Johnsingh
Wildlife Instinrte of India

P. O. Box, # 18, Chandrabani
Dehra Dun, 248 001, India.

INTRODUCTION

The equilibrium ttreory of Island biogeography proposed by lvlacArthur and lVilson
(1967) implied that the size of the habiat island could play an important role in sunival
of the species occupying it. This is so beause larger areas contain more individuals of
a particular species than smaller areas and hence higher probability of the species penisting
over tirne. There has been much debate over the shape and sizes of reserves @iamond,
1975; Wilson & Willis, 1975, Diamond & May, 1976; Simberloff & Abele, l976a,b) but
most agree that single large refuges are generally preferable to several smaller ones. But
one rarely has a choice in deciding ttre shape or size of reserve given the ground realities
in most developing nations.

A number of wildlife habitats have undergone or are being thealened with
fragmentation due to various anthropogenic factors and this has adversely alfected the large
mammal populations residing in them (e. g. Johnsingh, et al., 1990, Johnsingh, et. al., l99l).
It was proposed lhat protection be given to nanow srips of forest, i.e. corridors, connecting
two larger habitat islands or reserves as a remedy for fragmentation @iamond,1972; Wilson
& Willis, 1975). Conidon aid dispersal and movement in individuals beween reserves,
thus enlarging effective population sizes and in turn decreasing extinction probabilties
(Brown & Kordic - Brown, 1977). Conidors also provide animals with access to areas or
habiats which would otlrenpise be denied to hem. There has been a long debate about
the coss and benefis of conidors (Simberloff & Cox, 1987; Soule & Simberloff, 1986;
Noss, 1987). It has been acknowledged that conidors should be considered based on
individual merits and the autecologies of ttre organisms using them (Noss, 1987; Simberloff
& Cox, 1987; Soule l99l; Newmark, 1993).

The Asian elephant Eleplas naxirus is alarge-bodied animal requiring large areas

to range. Since mrrch of the elephant range in India is gefing fragmented due o an ircreasing
human rced for nssouises, a network of protected areas connected by conidors has been
put forward as a conservation strategy for the elephants @anwar & Rodgers, 1988; Sukumar
l9l). There is an urgent need for identifying elephant corridors, especially in North East

6l
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India, which is estimated to harbour ca" 10,000 Asian elephans in 0re wild (Sukumar, l99l).
\ile also need !o evaluate and prioritise tlrcse corridors because resouces for conservation
are limited and the most threatened conidors need urgent auention. In this paper we present
the results of an evaluation of seven proposed corridors for elephans in the Garo hills
in North East India

METHODS
{,']

Conidon were defined as nanow strips of forests, currently being used by elephans,
linking wo maju elephant areas. Seven corridors were chosen for evaluation based on
discussions with Forest Deparrnent officials familiar with the elephant range. Foot paths,

fails and roads in these conidors were walked extensively to ger encounter rates of elephant
signs like dung piles, racks and feeding signs. The conidors were aligned, on a l:50,000
Survey of India toposheets, along topographical features like ridgas and streams. The length,
witlth at the narrowest point, and appoximate areas of these corridors were calculated from
tlre toposhees. A suitability classifrcation index based pn a combination of indice.s used
in Gelbach (1975) and Mwalyosi (1991) were used to rank elephant use, crurent and potential
land use pattems and o0rer human influenced theats.

Numerical values were assigned to seven categories thought to be important in order
of their importance o elephants (Appendix 1). Thus acnral elephant use and human influence
got a higher ranking tlnn vegetation types or popogaBhy. Feanres were further divided
into sub-categories and each of these given a ranking (see Appendix l). A higher ranking
indicates grc:lter suitability and a lower rankiqg, low suitability: A suitabili.ty score was
obained by multiplying each feature value by its appropriate category value and adding
the product. In the case vegetation type, if two vegetation types were encountered equally
along the conidoq than an average category score was taken.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

Only three of the corridors met our definition of corridors. The othen were areas

between small resewe forests which are a part of a larye contiguous elephant range. Only
the corridors which met our definition are discussed below.

1. Siju WLS - Rewak RF curridor

1.1 Approach

This conida can be approached either by road from Baghmara or by along the

Simsang river from Siju village. It is located approximately benveen 9040' !o 9(J,42'E
and 25018' to 252n' N. The vegetation in the conidor area consists mainly of secondary
forests.
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Fig. 1. lvlap showing the ttree crucial elephant corridors (see text for details) in Garo hills.
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12. Consenation SUUs

This conidor rhough narow Crable l) is a very imporant passage for elephans
crossing over from south Garo hills elephant range !o the Angratolli RF-Nokrek NP elephant
range and ice-versa (Ftg. l). Most of ttre conidor area barring those pars falling inside
Rewak RF is owned by the Siju Akhing. However the corridor suitability index for his
conidor was low deqpite having ttre highest elephant sign ercounter rates (Iables 2&3).
This is mainly dueto anttuopogenic pressures in the area An area of two km2 in lhe corridor
are4 adjacent to the Rewak RF, has been leased out for limestone mining. A cement facory
0o manufacture cement from the limestone quanied and a settlement for the factory workers
has also been proposed in and around this corridor area

TABLE 1. Estimated length, minimum width and area of the conidors

Conidor Name Length(Km) minium n'Ath(Km) area (Knf)

Siju - Rewak

BNP-Baghnara

Emangiri-Nolcrek

3.5

4.5

3.5

2.0

6.0

10.0

8.25

3r.25

47.5

TABLE 2. Conidor suitability rating

A ttrib uto ( N umeric aI w e igh tag e) corridor

Vegeadon (l)

Topography (2)

Accessibility (3)

Human presence (4)

Potential landuse (5)

Current landuse (6)

Elephant use (7)

Corridor suitability index

A - Siju-Rewak

4.O

61.5

B - BNP-Baglunara

3.0 3.5

2.O 2.O

3.0 3.5

3.0 4.0

2.0 1.0

3.0 2.O

3.0 2.0

77 65

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.0

. 1.0

2.0

C - Imangiri-Nob*
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TABLE 3. Relative usage of corridors in Garo hills by elephants

Corridon Name Km Walked Signs/Km

Siju-Rewak

BNP-Baghmara

Imangiri-Nokrek

Elephant use of the corridor would not be possible if ttre proposals are approved and
implemented. This could result in the elephans tryrng o cross the river Simsang south
of the Rewak RF, areas in which large human settlements lie;and could result in increased
rates of elephant human conflict. The survival of this conidor area soems !o be bleak given
the economic and political situation on ground.

2. Balpakram NP-Baghmara RF corridor

2.1 Approach

This corridor can be approached by road from Rongara lown on the eastern side and
on the weslern side by the road running from Baghmara !o Raongnr Asim village. It lies
approximately between 9U4! to 9050 E and 25013' to 25017N (Frg. l.). The vegetation
in this corridor area consists of secondary forests of various ages interspersed with jhum
coultivation.

22 Conservation Stalas

This is a very vital conidor as it helps maintain a large contiguous tract of about
600 km of elephant habitat, much of it under ttre Forest Departrnent control. However the
Forest Department does not control any part of the corridor area This corridu has rich
deposis of coal and therefore could potentielly be disurbed in tlre future. A few elephans
were poached in the conidor area during the study period. Since ttre suitability of ttris conidor
is relatively high (Iable 2), utrnost priority should be given to bring the area under Forest
Departrnent control. The survival of a single large elephant population in lvlaghalaya is
very much linked to the continued viability of ttris corridor.

3. Imangiri - Nokrek corridor

3.1 Apprmch

This conidor area can be approached only by foot from Jeragiri village on the north
-western side, and by vehicle from the Kharlukagiri-Imangiri road on the south<astern side.

33.3

6.95

3.r2

0.75

12.8

2r.5
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It lies approximately between 9030' E and 2520' Jo 2525'E (Fig. l.) The vegetation in
the conidor area is dominated by uopical evergreen forests along the southern boundary

of Notrek NP and by moist deciduous forests with parches of degraded secondary forests

in and arcund Imangiri RF.

32. Consenuion status

This conidor oonnecB a vast stretch of forests in and around Imangiti RF with Nolrrek

NP and areas adjacent to the southern boundary of tre Park. Most of the elephant signs

encountered in the Angranlli-Nokrek elephant range was in and around this curidor area.

The inaccessibility of the conidor area by rcads and low human densities till now was

probably the reason for its survival. Coal mining on a small scale is already taking place

in the southern portion of the conidor. A road is being laid from Khanrlkhagiri to Chokpot
(Frg.l) and when completed will open up tlre area for timber exploitation and coal mining
on a larger scale. This would affect ttre elephant usage of the corridor and could result

in the fragmentation of the elephant population in this range. The problem is compounded

by the fact that very little of the area under this elephant range is conrolled by the Forest

Departnent (see Table l). Ttle future of this elephant conidu is uncertain due to non-

availability of funds to acquire the area

CONCLUSION

It can be seen thatbaning the Baghmara.BNP corridu, $e others face an uncertain

future. Mgch of this uncertainty over tbeir fu[ue stems from the lack of funds for elephant

conservation. Economic activities like coal and limeslone mining and logging are unlikely
to be stopped given the culent economic backwardness of the area Any elephant

conservation programme in this area should have tangible benefits for the local populace,

such as better health care or access to schools, better preventive measures against elephant

depredations, etc.. In a region where income generation is very low and funding for priority

areas like health care and creation of more jobs is hard o get, it is unlikely thu the local

Government can find the money for elephant conservation. Thus conservation of elephants

over much of Garo hills may ultimately depend on the conservation priorities of the Indian

GovernmenL
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Appendix: Attribute and category ranking

Vegetation (1)
Primary foress - 4
Secondary fcests > 15 yrs - 3
Secondary forests < 15 yrs - 2
Open foress (with little shade) - l

Topography (2)

Gently undulating - 3
Hilly (movement possible along certain trails only ) - 2
Steep (dissected by ravines and limesone formations) -l

Accessibitity (3)

No roads - 4
Fair weather roads - 3
Mealled all weather roads - 2
Surfaced all weather rcads - f

Human presence (4)
I Village/6 lKrrP - 4
I Villagd5 km2 - 3
I Village/4 kf,fi-2
I Village/2 km2 - I

Potential landuse (5)
No possibility of logging or mining -.4
Logging possible - 3
Mining possible - 2
Ingging and mining possible - I

Current landuse (6)
Not used for any purpose - 4
Only shifting cultivation - 3
Shifting cultivation and logging - 2
Coal mining - I

Current elephant use of the curridor (7)
(Based on elephant signs encountered in 0.5km segments of the rails walked in the ccridc)

75% ta IOO% of the 0.5 km segments - 4
50% to 75% of the 0.5km segments -3
marauding elephants, wherever possible, was established by locating tracks and enquiring
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STATUS OF ELEPHANTS IN THE SATHAYMYAUNG
ELEPHANT CAMP, MYANMAR (BURMA)
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Deputy General lvlanager's Office
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The elephant is the backbone of Myanmar's Timber indusry. The use of trained
elephans in Myanmar in the extraction of teak (ectona grandis ) is allong establishd
practice, which is now recognized by conservationiss the word over to be environmenta[y
friendly and ecologically and economically sustainable. Such a mode of extraction causes

the least arnount of damage io the soil and foress. There are about 6,000 elephans in
captivity, which belong to the Myanma Timber Enterprise (MTE) and the public. The MTE
maintains a number of elephant camps where the domesticated elephans are cared for and

used in the logging industry. One such camp is the Sathaymyaung Elephant Camp sinntod
north of Taungoo, the ancient capital of Myanmar. There are 32 elephans and 49 mahout
families to look after them. The elephants are used both during ttte dry and wet seasons

in the extraction of timber. In an year, each elephant extracts about 200 tons of teak, which
works out to be between 150-250 logs. The elephans usually rest during the summer. The

teak logs are transported by lorries from the extraction site to the Siuaung river - a distance
of 40 miles - and then raftett The river flow is usually powerful enough to bring the logs

from the place where they were skidded to Yangon in a mater of I o 2 weeks, across

a distance of 175 miles.

Myanmar has long ago recognized he fact 0rat ttre wild elephanBare a useful rpsource

especially when they are rained in foresry operations. They are beuer than mrchines and

could be used in all weather conditions, come rain or shine. They ae especially ideal in
boggy areas, and steep mountain slopes where no machines can operate. Depending on

the size of the elephant, a timber load of l-3 tons can be easily skidded over a distance

of I km (I{an, 1984). The MIE utilizes its elephans with great care so that the animals

arenot unduly harassed and over exploited. They are usually employed for about 7 months

of the year, and extract between 150-200 log ons. In contrast, privately owned elephants

are over utilized and are mbde o extract up to 300 lons ([Ian, l9&4). According o Caughley
(1995) in Myanmar, the official allowable intake of elephants is.2,00 per year. But tlre
recruitment of elephanc in captivity is mrch less than this and herrce wild elephants are

captured-about 120 animals per year (or about 4% of the wild elephants). Smn after capttre,
the elephants are rained and put to work Not surprisingly, mortality can be high at tirnes

@vans, 196l). But with impr,oved veterinary carg, the elephants in MIE camps arc v€ry

well managed o minimize losses. Wild elephants are prot€cted in Myanmar ever since the
Elephant Preservatiqr Act of 1879.
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